
 

HOTEL OFFERINGS AT STUDIO CITY 
 

The 1,600-room Studio City Hotel features two distinct towers, enabling us to provide an array 
of product offerings to Macau visitors.  Star Tower delivers the ultimate in lavish facilities and 
service to more discerning guests, while our Celebrity Tower provides a deluxe hotel 
experience for group travelers, including access to all of the entertainment that Studio City 
has to offer.  

The art-deco inspired Studio City Hotel is the epitome of red carpet hotel service, offering a 
range of luxury accommodation to suit everyone's needs.  
 
 
Rooms and Suites* 
 
Both Celebrity Tower and Star Tower have five room types respectively.  
 
The Celebrity King and Celebrity Twin range from 42 to 45 square meters, while the Celebrity 
Deluxe Twin and Celebrity Deluxe King offer a spacious room between 65 and 75 square 
meters. All rooms come with a variety of premium amenities and services including: a 42” 
LCD HDTV, mini bar, free wifi and 24/7 room service.  
 
The Celebrity Suite offers a fascinating view with a space of 85 square meters. It has the 
premium amenities such as a separate powder room, a 55” LCD HDTV with Blu-ray DVD 
player and interactive touchpad control in the lounge, on top of the other essential amenities. 
 
The premium all-suite Star Tower has over 600 rooms offering travelers a wide range of 
options from our 62 square meter Star Premier King and 70 square meter Star Premier Twin 
to the more spacious Star Suite and Star Executive Suite ranging from 85 to 125 square 
meters. All rooms are equipped with a 55” LCD HDTV and Blu-ray DVD player, mini bar, 
coffee machine, separate bath and walk-in rain shower, free wifi and 24/7 room service. 
 
The Star Grand Suite is astounding with a space of 185 square meters. It has an incredible 
array of amenities and services including: a fully equipped kitchen, a dining room for up to 8 
guests, a separate powder room and dressing alcove and an all-in-one personal computer, in 
addition to the essential amenities.   

Star Tower delivers an a glamorous experience with the highest international 5-star standards 
including private check-in service, an exclusive indoor pool, optional Star Club private lounge 
and the luxurious Zensa Spa.  

Leisure and Fitness  
 
The Studio City water and recreation facilities set the landmark family attraction in Macau, 
which offers the best and most sophisticated adventurous yet relaxing experience for all 
guests.  
Spanning over 21,800 square meters, the recreation facilities include an Outdoor Pool and 
Jacuzzis; white sand beach; contemporary sun lounges; private cabanas; pool bar; and an 
adventurous RiverScape ride of over 450 meters long.  

                                                        
* Actual room sizes may vary based on the unique shape of the building. 



 

 
The RiverScape is split into three routes, each differing in length and opening up a new aqua 
adventure to float through. A fun kids’ pool Aqua Play within RiverScape provides additional 
excitement with two slides: one high and one low; each leading you down and out from large 
tribal head sculptures into separate splash pools. The pool area’s man-made beach is ideal 
for when you want to simply relax and drift off for a while, with the splashing of the 
RiverScape echoing in the background.  
 
Both the Celebrity Tower and Star Tower feature a state-of-the-art fitness center. A 25-meter 
heated indoor pool is situated at Star Tower, and a cutting-edge Beauty Salon is situated at 
Celebrity Tower.  
 
Spa 
 
Zensa Spa is positioned as an exclusive and holistic retreat for relaxation, health and 
wellbeing in Macau. Embracing wellbeing concept where guests can enjoy and benefit from 
the relaxing yet revitalizing combination of spa facilities and personalized treatments. The 
treatments are based on the principles of restoring balance and harmony to mind and body. 
 
Opening from 11am till midnight, Zensa Spa has a total of 13 treatment rooms, including 
seven Single Suites, two Couple Suites and four VIP Couple Suites. It offers exquisite range 
of services from massages, facial to body treatments, complemented with the state-of-the-art 
spa facilities including vitality pools, saunas, steam, and snow rooms. Location: Level 3, Star 
Tower. 
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